We de ne the notion of a liouvillian sequence and show that the solution space of a di erence equation with rational function coe cients has a basis of liouvillian sequences if and only if the Galois group of the equation is solvable. Using this we give a procedure to determine the liouvillian solutions of such a di erence equation.
can be solved in terms of \liouvillian sequences" (see Section 3.2 for a de nition) if and only if the Galois group is a solvable group and give an algorithm to nd all such solutions. The notion of solvable in terms of liouvillian sequences generalizes the notion of solvable in hypergeometric closed form of ( 15] The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the basics of the Galois theory of di erence equations. In Section 3 we discuss rings of sequences, de ne liouvillian sequences and give the Galois theoretic characterization of solvability in terms of liouvillian sequences. In Section 4 we study equations of the form m ?a.
An understanding of these equations and their Galois groups is the key to the algorithm for nding liouvillian solutions of equations L(y) = 0. In Section 5, we present this algorithm. The paper ends with two appendices. The rst appendix discusses properties of the casoratian determinant, the di erence analogue of the wronskian determinant. The second appendix shows the equivalence between systems (Y ) = AY; A 2 GL n (k) and equations L(y) = 0 with coe cients in k where k is a di erence eld containing an element a such that n (a) 6 = a for all n 2 Z ? f0g.
We wish to thank J. Kovacic for making available to us his notes 12] and M. Petkovsek for allowing us to use some of his ideas in Corollary 4.4.
Galois Theory
In this section we will review the basic notions from the Galois theory of di erence equations that are needed in the rest of the paper. A complete treatment can be found in 16] . Let k be a di erence eld of characteristic 0, that is, a eld k with an automorphism . Let C = fc 2 k j (c) = cg be the eld of constants of k. We shall consider systems of di erence equations of the form (Y ) = AY (1) where A 2 GL n (k). If R is a di erence ring 1 extension k, a fundamental matrix for (1) is an element U = (u ij ) 2 GL n (R) such that (U) = AU. A di erence ring extension R of k is called a Picard-Vessiot extension of k for (1) if R is a simple di erence ring (i.e., the only -invariant ideals are (0) and R) and R = k u 11 ; : : : ; u nn ; (det U) ?1 ] where U 2 GL n (R) is a fundamental matrix for (1) . When C is algebraically closed, the Picard-Vessiot extension R or k for (1) exists and is unique up to k-di erence isomorphism (Proposition 1.9 of 16]). Let R be a Picard-Vessiot extension of k. The group of k-di erence automorphisms Gal(R=k) has a natural structure of a linear algebraic group de ned over C (Theorem 1. 13 16] ). The set of solutions V in R n of (1) is an n-dimensional vector space over C that is left invariant by Gal(R=k) and so yields a representation Gal(R=k) 2. There exists a B 2 G(k) such that (1) and (Y ) = BY are equivalent.
It is conjectured that every linear algebraic group G with G=G 0 nite cyclic is the Galois group of a system (1) over C(x). In 5] , 6], it is shown that this conjecture is true for n = 1; 2 by giving explicit examples. In 16] , this conjecture is shown to be true for connected G and further partial results are given. The following result gives a theoretical characterization of the Galois group.
Theorem 2.2 Let k = C(x), C algebraically closed and (x) = x + 1. Let G be an algebraic subgroup of GL n de ned over C and let (1) be a system with A 2 G(k). Then 1. the Galois group of (1) over k is a subgroup of G(C), and 2. the Galois group of (1) over k is G if and only if for any T 2 G(k) and any proper C-subgroup H of G one has that (T )AT ?1 6 2 H(k).
We One easily sees that y is a solution of L(y) = 0 if and only if (y; (y); : : :; n?1 (y)) T is a solution of (Y ) = A L Y . We call the matrix A L the companion matrix of the equation L(y) = 0 and the system (Y ) = A L Y the companion system. In Appendix 7, we show that for a large class of the di erence elds, any system (Y ) = AY is equivalent to the companion system of a scalar equation. We de ne the Picard-Vessiot extension of k corresponding to L to be the Picard-Vessiot extension of the companion system and the Galois group of L to be the Galois group of this ring. The set of linear di erence operators, that is polynomials in , forms a noncommutative ring where a = (a) for all a 2 k. This ring is both left and right euclidean. One can de ne the notions of left factor, right factor, least common left multiple (LCLM), greatest common right divisor (GCRD), etc. in the usual way (see 2], 3]). We say that two operators L 1 and L 2 are equivalent if their companion systems are equivalent. One can verify that two operators L 1 and L 2 of the same orders n are equivalent if and only if there are two operators R; S of orders at most n ? 1 such that R and L 2 have no nontrivial common right factors and L 1 R = SL 2 (c.f., the similar notions for di erential operators in 17]).
3 Sequence Spaces 3.1 The ring S of germs of sequences Let C C be a eld and let Seq C be the ring of sequences a = (a(0); a(1); : : :); a(i) 2 C where addition and multiplication are de ned coordinatewise. Let J be the ideal of all sequences with at most a nite number of nonzero terms and let 2 Since is an automorphism of k, we can restrict our attention to operators L with a 0 6 = 0. Throughout this paper we shall assume that this is the case. S C = Seq=J (c.f., Chapter 4 of 16]). We shall sometimes drop the subscript C and use the notation S when there is no confusion as to the eld C. We shall frequently identify a sequence a with its equivalence class in S. The map ((a(0); a(1); : : :)) = (a(1); a(2); : : :) is well de ned on S and de nes an automorphism of S (note that has a nontrivial kernel on Seq). Let k 1 = C (fx ?1 g) be the fraction eld of convergent series at in nity with automorphism (x ?1 ) = 2. Every Y 2 S n that is a solution of (Y ) = AY is a C-linear combination of the columns of Z. One of the striking di erences between the theories of linear di erence and linear di erential equations is the phenomenon interlacing which we de ne here.
De nition 3. 3. If k is a di erential eld and a is an element in an algebraic extension of k, then a satis es a linear di erential equation over k. In contrast, the di erence eld C(x), C C algebraically closed with (x) = x + 1 has no proper di erence extension elds of nite dimension ( 16] , Lemma 1.19). In fact, a sequence a satis es both a linear di erence and a polynomial equation over C(x) if and only if a is the interlacing of elements of C(x) ( 16] , Proposition 4.4). 
for some nonzero a 2 k. form then some power of B is diagonal and so the identity component of the Galois group of B is a torus. Conversely, if the Galois group G is a nite cyclic extension of a torus, then it is a fortiori a completely reducible group. Therefore, after a possible change of basis, we can assume that G is in block diagonal form where each block is irreducible. Theorem 2.1 implies that (Y ) = AY is equivalent to a system whose matrix is of the same form. An application of Lemma 4.1 to each block yields the conclusion of the rst part of the corollary. 2. From the above one sees that the Galois group of an operator of the form m ? a is a nite cyclic extension of a torus. If L is the least common left multiple of operators L i of the prescribed form then its Galois group G leaves the solution space V i of each L i invariant. Furthermore, G has a faithful representation into GL(V ) where V = V 1 : : : V t such that the image in each GL(V i ) is a nite cyclic extension of a torus. Therefore G is a subgroup of the direct product of the groups that are nite cyclic extensions of tori and so we must have that G 0 is a torus. Therefore, G is a nite cyclic extension of a torus. Conversely, if the Galois group of L is a nite extension of a torus, then as before it is completely reducible and we can write V = V 1 : : : V t where each V i is a G-irreducible module. Each V i is the solution space of an operator L i and L is the least common left multiple of the L i . Lemma 4.1 implies that each L i is equivalent to an operator of the prescribed form.
The following will allow us to characterize linear di erence operators with liouvillian solutions as well as be the basis for algorithms to determine if an operator has liouvillian solutions. Therefore the Galois group of L is a quotient of G and so its identity component is a torus. Therefore the Galois group of L is a nite cyclic extension of a torus and another application of Corollary 4.2.2 yields the desired conclusion.
As a nal application of these ideas, we prove the following corollary although it is not used in the remainder of the paper. 
Di erence Equations with Liouvillian Solutions
The following characterizes linear di erence equations having liouvillian solutions.
Let k be a eld as in Section 3. We will further assume that C is a eld in which the eld operations can be e ectively performed.
Theorem 5.1 Let L be a di erence operator of order n with coe cients in k. 2. This is done using the di erence version of variation of parameters. If we nd Applying to each of the equations (3) and combining these equations, we obtain Equations (4) and (6) 2. In practice, one is given a linear operator L with coe cients in C 0 (x) where C 0 is a nitely generated extension of Q . To nd a basis for the space of liouvillian solutions of L(y) = 0, one may need elements of an algebraic extension of C 0 . For example, if P is an irreducible polynomial over Q of degree n and f 1 ; : : : ; n g are its roots in C , then the sequences a 1 ; : : : ; a n form a basis of the solutions space of P( ) where each a i satis es (y) = i y. It would be useful to know, a priori the smallest extension C 1 of C 0 such that if L(y) = 0 has a nonzero solution that is the interlacing of hypergeometric sequences then it has a nonzero solution that is an interlacing of hypergeometric sequences de ned over C 1 (x). 6 Appendix A: Linear Dependence and Casoratians
One of the key technical tools in the Picard-Vessiot theory of linear di erential equations is the fact that elements in a di erential eld are linearly dependent over constants if and only if their Wronskian is zero. In the theory of linear di erence equations one works with rings that have zero divisors and the corresponding fact using the casoratian is no longer true in general . In this section we show how to get around this problem.
Let R be a di erence ring with automorphism . If y 1 ; : : : ; y n 2 R, we dene the casoratian matrix C(y 1 ; : : : ; y n ) to be ( i (y j ) j=1;:::;n i=0;:::n?1 and the casoratian determinant, Cas(y 1 ; : : : ; y n ) to be det(C(y 1 ; : : : ; y n )) (c.f., 4]). Using the minimality of the support, we have that r j = (r j ).
Lemma 6.3 Let (R; ) be a di erence ring and let L(y) = P m i=n a i i (y) with a i 2 R. Assume that a n and a m are invertible in R and that there exist y 1 ; : : : ; y t 2 R such that L(y i ) = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; t. Let r i ; : : : ; r t 2 R satisfy P t i=1 r i j (y i ) = 0 for j = n; : : : ; m. Then P t i=1 r i j (y i ) = 0 for ?1 < j < 1.
Proof: For any j > m, there exist a i;j 2 R such that j (y l ) = P m i=n a i;j i (y l ) for l = 1; : : : ; t. Therefore P l r l j (y l ) = P i a i;j P l r l j (y l ) = 0. A similar statement is true for j < n.
We shall need some simple facts from linear algebra over a commutative ring with unit. If R is such a ring and A is an n n matrix over R then one can de ne the determinant det(A) in the usual way. One has that det(A) = det(A t ). Lemma 6.5 Let R be a Picard-Vessiot extension of a di erence eld k of characteristic zero with algebraically closed eld of constants C. Let L(y) = P m i=n a i i (y) with a i 2 k; a n a m 6 = 0 and let V be the solution space of L(y) = 0 in R. Then dim C V m ? n. Proof: Let R = Re 1 : : : Re l and let v = (a n ; : : : ; a m ) t . Note that for each i, ve i is nonzero. Let y 1 ; : : : ; y t 2 V; t = m ? n + 1. We may apply Lemma 6.4 to the matrix m = ( i (y j ) j=1;:::;t i=n;:::;m and conclude that there exist r 1 ; : : : ; r t 2 R, not all zero, such that (r 1 ; : : : ; r t )M = 0. Therefore P t j=1 r j i (y j ) = 0 for i = n; : : : ; m. Lemma 6.3 implies that P t j=1 r j i (y j ) = 0 for ?1 < i < 1. Lemma 6.2 implies that the y i are linearly dependent over C. Lemma 6.6 Let k be as above and let R be a Picard-Vessiot extension of k. Let G be the Galois group of R and let V be an n-dimensional G-invariant C-space. Then V is the solutions space of a linear di erence equation of order n with coe cients in k.
Proof: Let y 1 ; : : : y t be a C-basis of V and let C = C(y 1 ; : : : y t ) be the casoratian matrix. One sees that for each 2 G there exists a matrix A 2 GL t (C) such that (C) = CA . We now claim that Cas(y 1 ; : : : y t ) = det(C) 6 = 0. Assume that this is not the case. Lemma 6.4 implies that there exist r 1 ; : : : r t 2 R, not all zero such that (r 1 ; : : : ; r t )C = 0. Among all such, select one with the smallest support S and assume r 1 6 = 0. Let I = fr 2 R j 9 r 2 ; : : : r t such that (r; r 2 ; : : : ; r t )C = 0 and support(r 1 ; : : : ; r t ) Sg. I is a nonzero G-invariant ideal of R, so 1 2 I by Corollary 1.15 of 16] . Using the minimality of the support, we see that each r j is G-invariant and so lies in k. Therefore there exist r 2 ; : : : ; r t 2 k such that y i + r 2 (y i ) + : : : r t t?1 (y i ) = 0 for each i. This means that the t independent elements y 1 ; : : : ; y t satisfy a linear di erence equation over k of order at most t ? 1 contradicting Lemma 6.5. This contradiction shows that Cas(y 1 ; : : : y t ) 6 = 0.
We now claim that Cas(y 1 ; : : : y t ) is invertible in R. Since (Cas(y 1 ; : : : y t )) = det(A )Cas(y 1 ; : : : y t )), we have that Cas(y 1 ; : : : y t ) generates a G?invariant ideal. Therefore 1 2 (Cas(y 1 ; : : : y t )).
One now readily sees that L(y) = Cas(Y; y 1 ; : : : ; y t )=Cas(y 1 ; : : : y t ) has coe cients in k and solution space equal to V . GL n (k) and n th order linear homogeneous di erence equations L(y) = 0. As in the di erential case, this is done by proving a cyclic vector lemma for the appropriate modules.
By a di erence module M we mean a nite dimensional k-vector space M that is also a left k ; ?1 ]-module. We will show that, under suitable hypotheses, such a module contains a cyclic vector, that is, a vector v such that fv; (v); : : : ; n?1 (v)g is a k-basis for M for some n. To do this we use the following lemma whose di erential version appears in the unpublished notes of Kovacic 12] . The proof given here of this lemma is identical, mutatis mutandis, to the one appearing in that paper. The proof of the Theorem is only slightly di erent from the corresponding di erential result result appearing in that paper. Lemma 7.1 Let F be a nonzero element of the ring of of di erence polynomials kfy 1 ; : : : ; y n g. Suppose that ord(F ) = r ? 1 and deg(F ) = s. If 1 ; : : : ; n 2 k are linearly independent over C, then there exist integers 0 c ij s; (1 i n; 1 j r), such that F(a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) 6 = 0 where a i = c i1 1 + : : : + c ir r . Proof: Let C ij ; (1 i n; 1 j r) be indeterminates over k (in the ordinary, not di erence, sense). Since the j?1 (y i ) are algebraically independent over k we may de ne a (non-di erence) homomorphism : k j?1 (y i )] ?! k C ij ]; (1 i n; 1 j r), by the formula ( j?1 (y i )) = P r t=1 C it j?1 t . Let G = (F ).
Since the i are linearly independent over C, their Casoratian det( j?1 ( i )) is not zero. Therefore is an isomorphism and deg(G) = s. We shall now use induction on nr to prove the conclusion. If nr = 1, then G is an ordinary polynomial in one variable of degree s. Since such a polynomial has at most s roots, there exists 0 c s such that G(s) 6 = 0. Now assume that nr > 1. Select a variable C uv that appears in G, and think of G as a polynomial in C uv with coe cients that are polynomials in the other variables. By induction, there exist 0 c ij s with (i; j) 6 = (u; v), that do not annihilate the leading coe cient of G. Substituting these into G, we get a polynomial in one variable C uv and we can nd a remaining c uv to make G(c) 6 = 0. Let a i = c i1 1 + : : : + c ir r . Since F(a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) = G(c) 6 = 0 we have proven the lemma.
Recall that an element a of k is said to be periodic (of period m) if m (a) = a for some positive integer m. If a is periodic of period m, then the symmetric functions of a; (a); : : : ; m?1 (a) are left xed by and so a is algebraic over the constants C. Conversely, any element algebraic over C is periodic, so the periodic elements of k form the algebraic closure of C in k. Note that if a is not periodic, then for any m the elements 1; a; : : : ; a m?1 are linearly independent over C. . . . i (y n ) 1 C A (8) We shall show that f is a cyclic vector for N and that we can specialize the y i to get a cyclic vector for M. Let B be the matrix whose i th column is the right hand side of equation (8) . The determinant of B lies in the ring k i (y j )]; (0 i n?1; 1 j n). We shall show that det(B) 6 = 0. To see this replace each n-tuple are linearly independent over k < y 1 ; : : : ; y m > and so f is a cyclic vector for N.
Let a 2 k be an element that is not periodic. In particular, 1; a; : : : ; a n?1 are linearly independent over C. The di erence polynomial F = det(B) is of degree n and order n ? 1, so Lemma 7.1 implies that there exist integers 0 c ij n; (1 i n; 1 j n), such that F(a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) 6 = 0 where a i = c i1 1 + : : : + c in a n?1 . Therefore v = a 1 e 1 + : : : + a n e n is a cyclic vector for M. When k = C(x), we can let a = x and so conclude the nal statement of the theorem.
We are now in a position to describe the equivalence between rst order systems (Y ) = AY of di erence equations and n th order linear scalar di erence equations L(y) = n (y) ? a n?1 n?1 (y) 
